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Searching through the downtown midnight
to search for eyes, to he alone}
He practices hardest, Cagney faces
in rain-streaked storefront windows
And dances like Gene Kelly
in puddles around lampposts.
When he's sure that no one's near
he sings like Springsteen dying.
The wilds of nature's hlacktopped concrete
groan like steely girders, leafless, crying
As prisoners trapped in walls and streets
or dungeoned freedom sighing to hear
His echos shout from building walls,
from glass-panelled mountainsides,
To fall softly familiar on her ears
as she searches the midnight downtown.

Now she straightens her broken promise smile
and straightens her hair to innocence,
Corner creeping, she sees him
turning guitar solo somersaults on the sidewalk
And smiles because she knows he will
to see her look quickly away.
He'll give an encore for a smile.

Pounding a soundless drum jam
on garbage cans that overflow the alley
Squeezing air drumsticks, squinting into the beat,
he bites a smiling lip
To see her cross the street.
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Let me introduce you to a, friend of mine, not just any
old friend, you know, but one of my best friends, He’s a
good sincere old guy with a twinkle in his eye and a lust
for hell-raising, adventure and beautiful women. I guess
that’s why I like him. His name is — well, we’ll just call
him Robert.
Imagine a short, squatty fellow shuffle through the
door with a kind of dumb-looking grin on his face — yeah,
that’s it. Now, cover his head with black, straw-like hair;
usually well kept until he goes on one of his escapades.
Anyway, take those fine, black threads and feather them
into an almost flawless "pretty boy" hair-style. Sometimes
I think that "pretty boy" hairstyle is cause for his
unceasing good luck with the ladies; but that's in another
story.
Now that we've outlines his knucklehead, let’s etch
in some features. First and most outstanding is the broad
smile constantly engulfing and wrinkling his face. It's
a genuine smile that seldom disappears. I think that is
due to an event that occured in his childhood.
He was outside in the barnyard, pole-vaulting once,
when his courage began to rise and he thought his polevaulting abilities were better than they actually were.
He jumped a little too high, returned to earth, BLAM ---and conked his noggin on a rock that was harder than his
head. I say it's a good thing he landed on his head;
otherwise he might have injured something valuable like an
arm or leg. I believe that BLAM knocked something haywire;
because now he's got that incessant grin. That's all right
though, we find many of the same things humorous, and I
didn't fall on my head.
Okay, now form a big, bulbous nose and put it right
above that smirk. Bend it a little to make it look crooked
because good ol' Robert broke it about four or five times
when he used to wrestle in high school. Just above his
crooked beak place a couple of lively brown eyes on either
side. Those eyes tell you that his smile is genuine because
his eyes are the origins of his smile. Somebody told me once
that "the eyes are the windows to the soul," and I believe
him too, because if you really look into Robert's eyes, you
can tell what he's thinking (which isn't always good!).
Yep, I could tell you stories all night about Robert, and
I'd still have more to tell come morning. Oh, I almost
forgot, sprinkle a dash of mischief into those eyes.
_ Zj, -

Now comes his carcass. It's the well-built frame of a
veteran wrestler who decided to leave the mat to escape
another broken nose. I don't know why though} another
broken nose would probably improve his looks. He's beginning
to grow a big, fat pot-belly which before long will ripen to
the size of a watermelon. It’s no wonder from heaven either,
because the only exercise he does anymore is lift beer cans
up to his mouth. Maybe once in a while he’ll run to the
refrigerator to get another one. But that only happens when
his girl friend is away. And that girlfriend of his! She's
got him almost to the brink of infatuation. Man, I could
write a book about the things he does for her; but that's in
another story.
Now, put some big, long skis or pontoon boats where a
normal human being would have feet; cover them in red or
white tennis shoes (that is, if they make tennis shoes that
big). Next, clothe him in bell-bottomed blue jeans, an old
red shirt that zips up, and a tan, goose-down jacket. Maybe
drop a red baseball cap with a safety pin through the front
onto his head.
But wait, something’s missing. Two people. . .two
other people should be there. One is a skinhead named Ted
Aljoy and the other one is — well, I guess that's in another
story.

?a.lmer Hoovestal
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Beckoned By the wind, by the rotation of the earth,
or by some unknown force
A watery peak evolves on the surface
of the vast blue ocean, growing
Growing., filling itself with more of its
fluidic surroundings, emerging victoriously.
A wave; motionless only momentarily,
it begins to creep forward, slowly, stumbling
Girding itself for a long journey,
destination unknown.
But it is not alone, for
aided by replicas of itself
the newcomer rolls and tumbles along.
Moving in unison with comrades
it surges forward, majestically,
with an occasional fumey, glistening white crown
Mature, it rises and falls in concert
with the others
Gracefully it trundles quietly at the ebb.

Unexpectedly, a sudden spurt,
it races forward
Only to stop dead in its tracks;
ahead is not a predecessor, but
Something different, alive, yellowish white, stagnant.
It is trapped, at journeys end.
Splattering onto the shoreline.

Jerome Xie fvt bourne
HONORABLE
MENTION
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A writer lives upstairs, but he can’t write. . .

I hear him tearing paper from noon 'til night.
How long can he go on; when will he relent?

He's no Oxford don — he can’t even pay his rent!

I've waited since March, his bills are overdue. . .
What do I care for Plutarch?. . .landlords must eat too.

One more week, then I'll throw him out.
A job he better seek, Him, I'll do without.

My fingers are a' drummin', just you wait and see.

He says he's got, "A special book of prose",
That will make him quite a lot.

Who Knows?

But, if it ever comes, he'11 be entertaining All those drunken bums, who say they're in training -

To perfect their art, waiting for that chance -

To maybe get a start - "In a Broadway Show" or dance
"In a musical number."

I may be getting old. . .

but I'm not gettin' dumber!

They say, 'Talent is gold,'

I’ll tell you one thing, If that rent's not paid -

Upon him I will spring, before he’s sashayed
to the bistro down the street - to waste what’s mine.

Him I'm going to greet. . .and will I draw the line!
The lessons that I learned.

The last tenant was a poet.
Grey hair!

I grow it!

No money has he earned,

with his "well-turned” verse.

I thought this one better,

but Christ knows, he’s worse!
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Song Of Gll|C 2\c\vborn
I woke up this morning; this golden first morning.
Birds sang in the sky and flew to touch the blue.
Animals played, unafraid and untouched by evil.
The sun glowed crimson, rising above the purple mountains.
I watched it all, from my perch upon a hill of rock.
Humanity drew his first breath, while Mother Earth stood by.
God sent His joyful touch to all children everywhere.
The world swelled with unearthlike music until the cry
"Praise" reached all the sleeping corners.
And I was there to see it all; to feel it; breath it it;
taste and hear; man's first breath on this golden first morn.
At noon I stood high upon the mount, the smoggy world below.
I heard man's hacking cough from the pollution.
The animals hid and the birds flew away. The sun paled
through the gloom, the mountains were bare from clear-cut.
I watched, the tears welling up and over-flowing.
Where was that joyful man I knew? I saw him, saw him laying
in a gutter, a sack in hand; a bottle of "mother's milk".
The world cried, cried out for "Peace,” but no one heard
above the noise of traffic, jets and armies.
The noon had come, had come indeed.
God's creation now ignored everything but himself —
once a soul, now only a body.

I saw the dusk set from the top, and saw the lights go out.
The world lay all hushed and still, in lonely emptiness.
Man cried; too late, he saw what he had done.
He’d taken a gift, misused it; had doomed this creation,
his own self, to death.
His far-off cry came pit-iously to me.
There was no anger, only pain, as he whispered "Why?"
He took the blame and shame of his sins, yet there was
no need.
For God still loved him, loved him enough to send Someone
to be the scapegoat, the great sacrifice for mans' sins.
Man knelt before His lord, asking "Forgiveness."
He felt strong arms encompassing him and a voice which
called him — "Brother."

Heidi PHiLier
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GOOD CROPS
It was dry; oh, so dry.
The drought began the winter before when the snow to
cover the Montana mountains did not fall. People were
happy to have an unaccustomed mobility throughout the winter,
yet the farmers feared what would follow. Little snow could
cause severe winter kill of winter wheat, the mainstay of
life.
In the spring, patches of green spotted the fields
testifying to the harm. Spring wheat was seeded in the
hopes of a better harvest.
With the spring came little rain. The end of May was
unseasonably warm. The wheat had started to grow, but was
stunted by the heat. Would there be a crop?
On the Hill farm, it was the same. If you asked John
Hill when he w&g in town for supplies, he would tell you
the same story heard through the county.
All believed it would be a poor harvest.
Except for Josh.
John and Mattie Hill had married twelve years since.
Josh was their one living son, age aight. Mattie's other
child had been killed in a summer storm two years before.
He had been eight. Since the tragedy, crops had been
good. This was new for the Hills, previously plagued with
poor soil and other unfavorable growing conditions.
The weather remained hot and dry. Josh remained quiet,
withdrawn, without friends, as he has been since his
brother's death. Mattie mourned the loss of her favorite
son within herself, lost to the outside world. John worked
hard as the land began to pay. He found his refuge in
physical labor outside the house and in silence when
forced to remain within its confines.
Josh remained alone.
He thought about his brother's accident. Life had
been fair until then, but not good. It was better for Josh
now. He no longer had to put up with being bullied by his
brother or classmates. John had found a security within
himself. Josh had peace, a treasure above all other things.
There was no rain. His father complained they needed
rain for good crops.
"Good crops would make you happy?" Josh asked his father
"Of course. I have to take care of this family. People
respect me for making something of this place. My life is
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this farm. When it-'does good, I do good."
. . , .
Josh-asked his mother if she 'would he happy if the
crops were good.
"Of course," she answered,. "Good crops would make your
father happy. If he -is ahppy, so am-1,"
,
Josh thought about this.
,
Josh remembered-his brother's death.-' The4two boys had
been--.-playing* •iih>the field across fromIthe? barn, '■ ;Awstoa?m that
had threatened ?all day begap. Josh started toward the house
as thQ%fa3^'«felj^, lg&a^in^ ti£s brother sitting on the tractor.
His brother called him a coward. Josh was forced to stop,
turn around, and start reluctantly back to prove he wasn't.
Josh always had t<\ show -he was as bra^a, as his^ brother.
Suddenly d- bhighh bolt) ah4%*a>d^iindedoW- dra.s’fj W^aked
and sounded around him. Josh watched as his brother's body
lit up, then tumbled to the ground. -The smell of burnt flesh
penetrated the air.
■
Josh stood still.
;
u
He looked at the form on the grass. ' "
It did not move.
.
'
Josh screamed and remembered nothing more.

Josh prayed for rain to- make-good crops so his parents
would be happy. It was up to jcsh to make them happy because
he had caused the sadness. If he had kept on walking, his
brother would have come. His parent’s misery would have
never been. It would not have happened if Josh had simply
given up the game as he had so many time before.
"Don’t worry," Josh told’his parents, "the crops will
be good."
- ; ■■
"How do you know?” they asked.
"I know," he answered, a secret smile- playing on his
lips.
.In June, the rain began to fall. There were electrical
storms, but Josh was not afraid. His parents watched him but
he was not frightened. Mattie continued functioning as an
emotional stone, giving and receiving nothing. John worked
hard as the promise of a good crop increased with the hot
days and cool evening rains of the kimst.
Josh kept a secret. He had made a bargain with God
for the good crops, which were now coining. If God sent the
good crops, then Josh would do as his brother had done.
Josh felt he owed his parents their happiness.
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The harvest came, the best they had ever seen. The
last of the wheat was stored. Josh’s parents were asleep.
Another storm began.
Lightning and thunder streaked and echoed. Rain fell
softly at first, building up in larger and heavier drops.
The wind began to blow. Thunder cracked again, awakening
Josh.
Josh listened. God was calling.
Josh dressed and went outside to the field across
from the bam. The tractor still sat in its place. Josh
walked to it and climbed into the seat. The storm increased
its intensity, with still harder rain and more lightning.
Josh waited for God to collect on his part of the deal.

The days wear on as I
sail towards my land.
Wave after wave, I
struggle at sea.
The channels are many,
deceiving and daring.
Each star watching, as they
call - "Come, follow me!"
Where does this ship plan
to take me?

Stronger I grow, for I
am the Captain!
I will decide the path
of my ship.
Determined to conquer
the wild open sea,
I plant my feet firmly,
as the ship sways with the sea.
No wave will stop my
journey at sea!
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Wave after wave, my
ship passes over,
For I am the captain,
the ruler of me!
Farther I sail, coming
closer to land;
Birds swooping low,
fish in the sea,
Encourage me onward
with praiseful glee.

My heart beats faster
with the nearing of land.
I must hold fast to the
ship’s steering wheel,
The sea will not make
a fool out of me!
Closer and closer, I steer,
with great ease.
The touching of land
is promising to me.
Closer, closer I can feel
the warm sand.
Sunshine is dancing on
the magnificent land.
Trees standing tall as
if welcoming me.
My ship stops suddenly,
as the sea sets me free.
At last I have conquered,
the wild daring sea!

Sckafer
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"I got a '69 Chevy with a 396/Fuely heads and a Hurst
on the floor/ She's waiting tonight down in the parking lot/
outside the 7-11 store.”
— Bruce Sprinsteen.
Tom Kelly was horn in Bellevue, Washington, a
suburb of Seattle. Bellevue was a nice little town then,
with plenty of jobs and its share of money. But now, with
the new shopping center and office park being built it was
becoming clear; the city had outgrown its image of a bedroom
community.
On the edge of the city, in the older section lived the
Kelly family. Tom's father had bought their modest home over
20 years ago, when prices were reasonable and interest rates
were controlled by sane men. Being the oldest of four kids,
Tom had gone straight from high school into the job market.
His father had never attended college, yet still had a good
job with Boeing so Tom saw no sense in wasting his time.
Instead he could make money to buy his dream car, a '65
Chevy.
He'd picked up a good job as a mechanic at a garage,
and liked working on the cars. He worked as many hours as
they let him, saving every penny he earned. Soon he had
enough for a down payment on his car. Then it was his. The
first thing to do was get it painted; the dull gray paint
on it was blistered and cracking. Next came mag wheels
and Firestone racing tires. Since it already ran smoothly
and with power, the plush blue carpet on the interior
finished it off. His dream machine was ready.
Every weekend Tom and Sonny had taken it out to the
"Colby Strip" to race and pick up girls. They had it made
and knew it. They never lost with the girls or the races.
It was a good life, being paid to work on cars, and
racing at night. Yet suddenly it ended.
Staring at the dirty brown clouds handing heavily over
the tropical jungle, Tom clearly remembered the day that had
damned him.
Sunny and hot, it had been towards the end of
July. He'd just finished washing the Chevy, which was
shining proudly. The night promised to be a good one for
racing. His mom had brought in the mail, and there was
the letter from Uncle Sam. He was wanted to fight in
Vietnam.
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Now the enemy was dug into deep trenches a mile ahead and
today the army was going to dig them out. Tom could smell fear
in the air. It was a common smell. Overhead, the dirty clouds
looked as if they might spill their stinking guts down onto
the muddy marsh and suffocate the men. He slapped at a tsetse
fly.
The signal was passed down the line to prepare to charge.
Once last check of the equipment, just like before the race;
you don’t want anything failing now. The whistling rockets
exploding among the enemy signaled the attack.
He was up and over the wall running and screaming with
the rest of them* Machine guns spitting death, mortars and
rockets exploding, mem were dying. Suddenly they couldn't
move, there was smoke all around, they were pinned down. Tom
knew it was over. The jungle, the flies, the terror and hate
would come to an end. He was going to die. Oh well, he
reasoned, at least his Chevy was not here; he hoped Sonny
would take good care of her. She was all he loved, he would
really miss her.
Then, as the smoke cleared, she was there, in the midst
of the battle, pure blue paint glowing in the flames of Napalm.
The thought of anything touching her drove him mad. Tom didn't
even think twice. He was sprinting towards her. He'd get in
and blow these guys away, she would leave dust in their face,
just like the good ole days. A stunned captain watched as a
figure dashed across the field. He leaped up, suspended in a
crazy dance from bullets, then fell, arms askew, face in the
mud.
Back in the city of Bellevue, with its ever increasing
people, cars and pollution, Sonny was not having a good day.
He rubbed his aching leg, and wiped blood from the cut on his
face. It seemed incredible. How could a car veer from the
road by itself and slam into a tree? They must have hit ice,
but now she would never race again. She was totaled. Sonny
wondered how he'd ever tell Tom; it seemed the Chevy was all
his friend had lived for. He wondered about Tom, when he would
see him again, or if he would. The war was said to be doing
strange things to the guys over there. He kicked the dust and
swore.
honorable
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A walk along the beach one day,
to ease my troubled mind,
led me to my discovery,
my secret, hidden find,
Giant rocks and boulders,
my eyes, they tried to elude,
the entrance to that hallowed place,
so no one would intrude.
I peered into the black abyss,
My eyes, they strained to see,
into the secret entrance
no longer hidden from me.
I crept into the yawning pit.
Eager, yet taking care,
The passing moments of crawling,
Turned granite into air.
On I pressed, into the depths,
an open, stuffy place.
A shimmer of light, from a crevice above,
shone brightly upon my face.
I lingered long in that unknown hole,
Unknown, except to me
And being alone in that unknown hole
had set my spirit free.
I often return to my secret cave,
And sit, and think, and stare.
And somehow all my troubles fade,
And I love,and I dream, and I care.

Eric Peterson
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We like to be left all alone,
and. We, my thoughts and I,
to newer heights are swiftly flown,
so swiftly do we fly,
We pass all things of skin and bone,
and greater things draw nigh.

The animals of myth are there,
all creatures great and bold.
We creep into some dreaded lair,
Just like some knight of old,
Slay the creature, free maiden fair,
and claim the horde of gold.
Or We may spy a rocketship,
from some unknown region,
and stow aboard to take a trip
that many men would shun.
We immerse ourselves to the hip,
and leave no deed undone.

The real world though, calls us back,
and sadly do we go.
Real problems we must attack,
and though We may be slow,
Those thoughts We left know We'll be back
to strike another blow.
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ODE UPON A LONDON TUBE
Enter the station. . .
leave the sunshine, rain, - reality behind.
Descend into the bowels of the city. . .first one

then another, and yet another e

s

c

al

at

o

r,
until you find yourself sweating in the grime and heat.
Read the advertisements. . .step on the crushed
"John Player Specials" filters strewn on the dirty concrete
Diesel permeates your airspace.

Time moves so s 1 o w 1 y, so artificially.
Then gradually, the pressure builds. . .a roar from
somewhere in the dark hole.
Engines pushing through hundreds of miles of tracks (Rumbling all the way from 1867, and the world’s
first underground railway - in that very spot!)

Air rushes, drying the grit on your face. . .
the cannonade of engine and train is approaching,
approaching. . . .
and suddenly, the silver flat-faced monster emerges from
the black tunnel into the station
SMASHING through the stagnant atmosphere
DEMOLISHING the dormancy
The doors open, magically, as, entranced, you enter.
The doors shut
and leave you as the train picks up ---- speed-----Winding off into the black tunnels
Winding under London.

TCit Warfie LdL
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Sponge
Absorbing the acrobatic adhesion of alien abstractions,
I’ve soaked my soul with such statements of stimulation.
Filling to the full with a wealth of woven wisdom,
I’ve reached a reception that can no longer tolerate the torture
So,
j.,,
Seized and squeezed with solemn scrutiny
My soul is stripped of its swelled silence.
Once depleted of deposits of knowledge,
J
I know the design of my dilemma:
I'm rinsed of ripe recollections
that leaves me

empty
to receive
the next embryo to grow
within the stretched,
then squeezed,
Sponge.

6
Debbie Court

i
1

4&.
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Urged..to merge with urbane masquerading

A frail facade was worn with wanting.
Losing through loving she thought she was gaining

So under the surface of soul-split striving
Her self was severed from the wholeness

that now she has achieved
by this mental-inflicted victory.

Debbie Court
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Corrupted and abrupted:
She raped, the set me free.
She came and went,
But later, sent
a weak apology.
"It’s not, you see,”
said she to me,
"That I didn't find you nice.
It’s just that when
I’ve raped all men
I’ll start to rape them twice!”
The note said more
but the ditto tore
and I wondered in my head:
If she came back
to reattack
would she autograph my bed?

John I, C,
Ah, the beauty of the river in springtime.
In the long days of summer you flow quietly along.
But now—in the springtime
You flow as turbulently as the thoughts in my mind.
Do you ever find what you are searching for?
Oh I hope so
Then maybe I too will find the answers which I seek.
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Fron) Qeneratior|/Tb Qeneratior^
There he stands—
Over on the bluff.
He is called Roaming Buffalo.
His eyes are black
Like the spots on the catfish,
And set my heart to dancing
Like a butterfly in the spring.
His feet are swift as an antelope
And he is proud like the eagle.
Now he is our chief,
And he must carry on
The ways of our forefathers.
I have been selected as his chosen one,
And someday I will bear his children.
There sits Spotted Fawn—
My little one.
Her eyes are black
As a starless night,
And her black hair shiny
As the sun reflecting off the water.
Her feet are swift
As a mountain stream,
And her spirit soars
Like an eagle on wings.
I am her leader—
And she my follower,
And someday she will bear my sons
To carry on the Indian ways.
For that is the wish of my father
And the way of our people.

Dent sc Marsh,

There is a legend
Passed through time
Of Death
And as it sayss
The Being Death
1
That visits men
Is nothing, save
two eyes. . .

Two eyes, without
A brain, well then
Death cannot
Contemplate
The how, when , where
For what, or why
Each men must
Meet his Fate.

And without ears
Death cannot hear
Gries men may make
Before they die;
Nor painful angry
Outbursts made by
Those left
Still alive.

Without a sense of smell
Death cannot tell
The acrid odor
In his wake;
Nor without taste
Can death know of
The sick'ning sour
He makes.

Two eyes alone!
Well then there Is
No body,
Thus no heart;
No hands to touch
No way to feel
The anguish of
His art.

Two eyes! So then
No other sense
Save one, save
Only sight;
And when considered,
At that point,
I’d think
All look alike.

No sense save sightAnd all alikeNo feeling, thoughtInanimate,And that may be
The reason He’s
So very
■ Indiscriminate.

s. n.
HONORABLE
MENTION
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I—a moist mound'of dirt
smouldering,.smothering, moving
breathing .
stopping for’someone
mA
to, sift me, shift me
touch me—. ‘
purge me with their water
■i J 'i
i/sLU-i'-A;
cool me. with their;fervent hre^feh
Wrap ..by being'' in ‘tumbling
i'U oU-o.<; ;■j evuU.? j.M''fertile' lari^ifbr
'uvuh'
arid t ti)g ri' hbid ! me -'
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Alone, but not lonely, slowly unwinding from a long day
on a pick and shovel, he abstractedly sips his Rainier,
muscular arms resting on the smoky, wood-grained bar. His
faded Levi's, a red plain shirt opened to reveal an almost
sunburnt chest, his workman's boots, all attest to the long
day. Short brown hair, rumpled by a hard hat sits atop a
tanned face, strained with sweat and dirt, lined from
squinting into the sun. Athletic frame resting easily,
blue eyes gaze blankly around. Calloused hands cradle a
beer mug and fondle a letter from home.
Home, working in Missoula, he is away from home often.
But as soon as this job was over, he would go back. Sue and
the kids needed him—they were growing up and he wasn't
even there. He hated having to travel with the road crews,
but that's where the money was. Yes, at age 30, he was
ready to settle down and be a father. His eldest son, Jason
had just learned to talk this week, but the only way he’d
heard was through the letter in his hand. Something twisted
inside him.
Suddenly, his attention snapped back to the present.
There was quite a commotion being made at the door, the
noise rose over the juke box. Looking through the smoky
dimness he noticed that a Black man had entered, and was
coming slowly towards the bar. There aren’t many Blacks in
Montana, and people were commenting it was a shame there
weren't fewer. He recognized him as being Jim from the
work site, and wanting him to join, he ordered two more
beers. Jin, seeing he obviously didn't have many friends
among the crowd, gladly accepted.
The two men began talking of work and other topics,
until the iiscussion turned to home. He discovered Jim
wasn't from around these parts either, and missed his
wife and daughter. He too didn't think much of this town,
or the people who believed they were so important.
Although he expected all of the people to be prejudiced,
Jim said it was nice to find someone who was not. A
comfortable comraderie developed between the two men,
and they fell into silence, each thinking their own
thoughts.
Two men suddenly were standing talking to Jim. It
seemed they wanted to sit at the bar and were telling him
there were no empty seats. At first the man
to leave,
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couldn't believe they were serious. It was obvious that
his Black friend had the right to the stool. Did they
really expect him to get up just because of his color?
It seemed they did. With the help of some others, they
looked pretty convincing. A surge of emotion welled up
in his throat as he thought about it. They actually
believed they were better than Jim just because of his
color. Who did these hicks think they were? Looking
up slowly at the men standing around, he felt his face
redden, and muscles tighten. It was always the same,
people trying to take advantage of you and the things you
believe in. Well he'd had enough. He slapped his hand
down on the counter. He looked over at Jim, who was still
trying to ignore the men at his back. Tightly gripping the
beer mug he felt the adreneline flowing, tensing him for
action. Yes, he’d had enough. Enough of this town, the
bar, the people and the job. He casually stood up. Turning
to the loudest man, he swung with all his pent-up frustration
behind the mug. Yes, he'd had enough and now was the time
to let it all out. All he felt was his aching heart, his
longing for home. The surprised look on the man's face as
it was split by a mug, he ignored. Confusion, fighting,
hatred, animal fury flooded through him. He remembered
those feelings well. He'd had alot of time to remember.
Now an athletic body rests on a drab, green prison cot.
Muscular arms protrude from issued overalls. Sunlight, cold
and bleak, filters through the screens and bars of his single
window. It falls on a letter in the calloused hand holding
it tenderly. His daughter was elected homecoming princess
at Jr. High School. They ask Sue when Daddy will be home.
Home, would he ever be home? The kids were growing up and
he didn't even know them. Something twisted inside his
heart. A tear rolled off his cheek, slowly leaving it's
trail of anguish along his deeply lined face with grief,
lined with the desolate feeling of a broken heart.

Tat Door is
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I smelled of her,
lying in velvet with hands her chest.
She was sweet like lilies
hut it was pungent and oppressive.

I touched of her,
hoping to feel something I knew was gone.
She was cool and soft
With a grin and peacefully shut eyelids.
I heard Charon's call,
Above the shrieks and groans of earthly mourners.
The melodious lapping of oars relaxed me
as his ferry swiftly cut its unpreferenced flight.
I saw the gravestone
against the highway and polluted sky.
It was erect and proud
on its green carpet of tranquility.

I tasted the hemlock
in a shiny cup that my inheritors would fight over.
It was bitter but it warmed by body
As I grinned and peacefully shut my eyes.

/o m Wertes
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Bind my wings and bid me fly

Tie my legs and make me run
Hurt me ask me not to cry
Love me, tell me that we're done, .

Blind my eyes and show me beauty
Gut my fingers, let me feel.

Hold my ears and softly whisper

"I'll give you love, why must I steal?"

3o kn. I, C. Hawtrez

The deepening twilight
shadows my face,
disguising the tears as
streaks of fallen moonlight
veiling the hurt you're
sure to see in my eyes
if you look closely.
Your lips glide across my
cheek, your hand presses
my trembling fingers once,
crushing them like the
dead leaves in autumn
scattered by, the wind.
I cannot- see your eyes
for the teardrops create
a haze, a veil through which
my heart reaches, only to
find an emptiness.

Dolores DocX
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Sometimes,
late at night,
my spirit roams
with the night winds.
Over sea and land,
seeking,
searching,
for that
which I left behind
in my travels.

Always returning,
unfulfilled,
empty,
lost.
Soon, perhaps soon,
it will not return,
for that which I
left behind is
myself,
my youth,
my love.

And then,
slowly,
I will fade away.

CKrxstopH
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High up in the back woods, nestled in the Rocky
Mountains, lies the town of Weste-nburg. Hewn out of the
trees, with its back to grey rock, the mountains seem to
have reached out their arms to embrace the little town.
As in most small towns, Westenburg had its essentials.
Down mainstreet Lucky’s Bar is across from Jake’s Saloon.
Mr. Harrison's O.K. Grocery Store sits across from the
Lincoln School House. Behind the school house, past Phil's
gas pump is the city dump. No one lives there, except one
old man in a red shack.
Otto Golden was a hefty man with huge gnarled hands;
his life had been that of a woodsman. At 5'10"» packing
broad shoulders and thick sturdy legs, he had wielded an ax
as well as any man alive. His arms and chest were compacted
steel. When he swung his ax it was said that one could see
the trees shudder before impact. He loved his work. Soon
fame and fortune came his way and he was honored by Weyerhauser as their best worker. Everyone who worked in the
woods knew the name of Otto Golden.
That seemed like a lifetime ago now to the old man.
His ax-swinging days had long since ended. With automation
bulldozers came to the hills. They could work twice as fast
as a good man, faster even than Otto. Soon Otto was laid
off. Travelling from town to town looking for work, he had
happened upon Westenburg. He liked this polite little town,
and loved the surrounding mountains and hills. Here he made
his home.
Wanting to keep out of the mainstream, he picked a small
rundown shanty behind the garbage pit. Here he could come
and go as he wanted and live his life in his own ways. Otto
believed in living off the land and spending money only when
■ mandatory. Consequently, the tin sides with rusted holes
stood out as bright as a bull's eye. Inside, the shack was
a disaster. Overstuffed chairs, insides exploding from holes
ripped by mice were scattered here and there. Tattered
plaster walls stared vaguely at the rotted red rug. One
picture hung on the wall* a tall evergreen teetering on a
pinacle as a woodsman prepared to deliver a blow and send
it downward. People thought it was an eyesore, but Otto
called it comfortable.
Living way out back, away from everything, Otto never
had many visitors. It was not that he was a mean man, the
' townspeople told'themselves', just peculiar. He wore funny
old clothes. Stalwart legs could be seen protruding from
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holes in the lumberjack's black pants. His scruffy beard
was never cut, and as it greyed, added to his age. He
was an old man, yet still blue eyes darted in his head
and shone brightly whenever he came to town; also the only
time the eyes shone. As he gazed at his old cutting gear
in their boxes by the door, the eyes would cloud over as he
drifted into the past. A man without a future, the past
was thje only place in which he could find comfort. It was
all he had to live for.
Otto made the townfolk feel uncomfortable. He didn't
participate in their town. He never ran for school board,
or voted for city councilman, or even came to town meetings
In fact, it seemed he didn't even take care of his home.
He was a bum and he was different. No one wanted to be
around the town bum.
Sensing he wasn’t wanted again, and with grief in his
heart, he turned away from his new town and embraced a
bottle of whiskey. It seemed to help the pain; and he
slipped more into the past. As the years dragged on he
deteriorated. The hard stomach became fat and bloated.
The stout legs shrunk to nothing, and his steel arms and
chest grew flabby.
One sad, rainy night, when the pain was worse than
usual, Otto piled up the boxes, axes, medals and trophies,
part of a happy past. He sat down amongst them and put a
gun to his head.
The next day the townfolk said a sound akin to a
splitting tree had been heard in the night during the rain
storm. They said it sounded like something had ripped it
apart, right through the heart of the tree. In the
Westenburg Journal a short notice said that Otto Golden
had died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head.
No one even batted an eye, for they didn’t know as they
read, the Westenburg town hero was dead.

Tat Dooris _

Echoes Of Innocence
The sandy teach stretches as far as the eye can imagine
with overwhelming vastness. The pancake-brown colored sand
blends with icy blue water lapping quietly upon the shore lik<
a dog eagerly quenching its thirst.
Footprints that had implanted their mark upon the world
are quickly erased as lazy waves roll into the muddy shore.
Each wave is topped with white foam like whipped cream on a
hot fudge sundae. As the never-ending waves move closer and
closer, they rhythmically reach their destination and return
from the depths of the sea, never interrupting the timing and
thus now upsetting the pumping heartbeat of the ocean's heart
The majestic boulders tower above the outskirts of the
beach, protecting the childlike innocence and purity of the
land from any undue harm.
Free-flowing seagulls swoop upon the rocks, calling out
with the horrendous echoing shrieks of yodels in the Swiss
Alps.
A bright, multi-colored beach-ball rolls irregularly
along the empty shore, seemingly pushed by some small
invisible child at play. An erratic gust of wind sends the
colorful ball out into the endless depths of the ocean, whepe
it bobs like a lonely duck with nowhere to roost.
As tranquil silence gushes forth, the enticing beach
vibrates with energy though nothing stirs. The waves
continue to come forth with their offerings of artistically
crafted sea shells; all is in perfect harmony.

rove
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This, lavendar day!
Songs swell with
soft, rich flute
and. mellow horn.
Flowers bloom
with fresh flame
and colors massed.
Air is sweet
rich with herbs
and sharp spices.
And you are here.
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